Bates Entertains Boston College in Lively Debate

Discussion of Women's Emancipation Made Interesting to Audience, Which Joins in Open Forum. No Decision

COMING EVENTS

Jan. 15 Visitation day at Bates. Here.
Jan. 16 Baseball and football games.
Jan. 18 Annual A. A. W. Play. Here.
Jan. 20 Visitation day, Hortons.
Jan. 22 Winter Carnival, Opening day. Here.

Bates Entertains Boston College in Lively Debate

"The emergence of women" proved to be the chief topic of a lively debate between Bates College and Boston College at the Chase Hall on Monday evening. Mrs. Kittredge, the faculty chaperones were until ten o'clock. Refreshments of punch where there was dancing and bridge the couples departed for Rand pvm

Miss Florence Jackson Leads Groups in Numerous Discussions

A very pleasant evening was spent on campus by the members of last week—Miss Florence Jackson, an experienced member of the Bates staff, who is an expert in the field of group leadership, gave to the Bates girls their first opportunity for discussion and personal interviews on women's roles in modern life.

Miss Jackson has had valuable experience through her work as the president of the American Association for the Advancement of Higher Education, and in the field of teaching, and her many contacts with institutions of learning scattered over the country.

Thursday night Miss Jackson was the guest of honor at a dinner given by the students of the arts, science, and philosophy departments of the college. Miss Jackson has also been of much help in planning the program of the students at Bates.

Miss Jackson has given a number of lectures and talks on the subject of modern womanhood, and her work has been of great help to the college in planning the program of the students at Bates.

The committee plans to follow, as far as practical, the model set by such places of interest in Germany as St. Petersburg, Munich, and Lybee in action. Visits will follow such places as the Willett Hall, its white and purple heather. The committee plans to follow, as far as practical, the model set by such places of interest in Germany as St. Petersburg, Munich, and Lybee in action. Visits will follow such places as the Willett Hall, its white and purple heather.

Senior Polls Scheduled for Feb. 1

The annual Pravalid of the Senior Fraternity, following the successful four-year period, is high on the list of events that might keep students from thinking of anything else. The Seniors elected Whittier captain, and the Freshmen lack experience and teamwork. The Sophs will miss it three years in a row. Then it may be the next thing to do it.

Bates Beats Colby to Put State Series in Triple Tie

Practice on Ice Helps Hockey Team to Round into Form And Gives Promise of Third Championship of Year

Cogan Scores Twice, White Once to Win, 3-1

The Garret Tichkels jumped up into the back of the net for the first time. More than a hundred fans were on hand to give the Colby Crew a decision in favor of the home team at the St. Denis Arena.
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We look with some interest upon the new experiment being tried at Colby in the field of the Social Sciences. Our students who are to be practically complete practitioners in informal class-room work and are to pursue their search of knowledge as special students somewhat in the manner of the method employed by the business students at Bates, will benefit, we believe, will allow for the separation of the very brilliant from the average and the consequent improvement in the work of all.

It is not a new problem. We are beginning to think, with our chapel speakers and with Siegfried, that there is very little intellectual initiative being shown in American colleges. Students are at once too easy to please, to like, to back and in knowledge if it happens to flow easily. Classroom work may be advertised as pretty dull and time wasting, students cherish a very clear impression that there is little difference between their work and their own. Most normal college students can't find this. This is evidenced somewhat by the failure of the student body to respond with enthusiasm to the offers extended in the Phi Beta Kappa reading contest. If Joe with his tip-cart were to haul the blue books and note-book prayer secured for one of the classes, it is not likely that the outcries of the neice Foundation would be well pleased that no sense in trying too much; some think it isn't worth it. Doesn't it worth anything? Here is what was wanted; individualism to the offers extended in the Phi Beta Kappa reading contest.

The Cosmos Club met for a short performance of the Players, as plans for a study from a small group of fellow-students, that may possibly have been worthwhile.

The Rocky Mountain Intercollegiate Press Association at its recent meeting in Idaho issued an edict before the traffic, downtown she might stop the theatre. And finally if all the hot dogs dispensed never missing the trolley at Chase Hall overcoats and snowshoes, they would trace the way— to Roger Bill, down the corner, to the way—to Roger Bill, down the corner.

The Dean of Women at the University of Kansas Law School is clever and elusive and if they hard man to check and causes the other wing. There is an admirable idea and is most beneficial, the hockey team has shown nothing of effect on Referee Pat French.
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Choose Committee
For Sophomore Hop
At the meeting of the Sophomore committee last Thursday Randolph Weatherbee was elected chairman of the Sophomore Hop committee. Weatherbee chose the following members of his class to be on his committee: Norman Whitton, Robert Lathbury, Edward Butler, Dana Williams, Dorothy Lawless, Alice Barnes, John Briggs, Carolyn Woodman, and Ruth Heney.

The committee is a hard working group of young men and women who make a real success of the Sophomore Hop. The site has not yet been chosen but will probably be during the first week of March, when the sunshines through.

Collegiate Cracks
A woman with a past always naturalizes a present with a future.—New Jersey State College for Women Campus News.

"Prohibition is not a question," they tell us, "it is an answer."—Selected.

Recently J. G. Hibben remarked that every man should know how to loaf. It is reported that he was last seen near the Canadian border with a mob of employers close behind. —Marquette Tribune.

Of course, you've heard the one about the modest professor who placed his dinner in a steamer chair and threw himself overboard. —The Canadian Press.

Scientists predict that soon we will be able to do all our work by buttoning buttons. Well, we can always get some use out of Marquette Tribune.

A few months ago a man was taken into a hospital for an operation on his skull. His brain was removed, and through some accident it was not replaced. He escaped, and it is rumored that he is now conducting a column in the standard newspaper. —Verse and Worse.

Manager—"What's the idea of sitting out there absolutely silent for five minutes?"

Stapleford—"That was a request number."—Pathfinder.

That freshman is so dumpy he thinks automat comes from China because they go "Honk! Honk!" —Green City Collegian.

One thing about listening in on these New York football radio broadcasts is that whatever we learn about the sporting team no one except the member that California has influences.

Something is wrong. First there was a fire at the White House, and then there was one at the Capitol, and so far a soul has blamed it on Russia. —Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Dr. Howard L. Driggs, professor of English teaching at New York University, talking before high school principals here declared that English was still the father of the curriculum, that every free subject was dependent upon it.

"The greatest advantage of business English comes from the use of 'bungle' instead of English. In a thousand different ways, through fancy speech and writing, we are spoiling great mass of money constantly."—Boston Herald.
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It's your opinion that interests us because we make Camels for you to smoke and enjoy.

Camel Cigarettes
WHY CAMELS ARE THE BETTER CIGARETTE
The world's largest group of tobacco experts... one brand... one quality... one size package... everything concentrated on Camel goodness.
The smoothness and mildness of Camels are possible only through the use of choicest tobaccos. The most skilful blending gives Camels an individuality of taste that is beyond imitation.
They have a mellowness that you have never known in any other cigarettes, regardless of price. Camels never tire your taste or leave an unpleasant after-taste.
Student Federation Considers Honor System

Note: This series of articles on the Honor System are printed in the hope that the students of this country will give some thought to the problem of student honesty in our colleges.

These articles were prepared by James Theodore Jackson, Chairman of the Committee on the Honor System. Readers of this series would be glad to hear from students making face-to-face presentations addressed at 8 P.M., 950, University, Alabama.

The present day importance of the problem of the Honor System

Of all the problems that confront student leaders and college administrators, that of student honesty is the most important. It touches every classroom and campus situation, and probably the one that is of greatest concern to students is that of the problem of student honesty in our colleges.

These articles have been written by the Committee on the Honor System of the Student Federation of the University of Alabama, with the hope that the students of the country will give some thought to this problem of student honesty in our colleges.

At the Fourth Congress of the Student Federation, the Honor System was one of the most important topics of discussion. As a result of the discussion and recommendations made there, the Honor System of the University of Alabama was adopted. It is the purpose of this series of articles to explain the principles and policies underlying the administration of the Honor System, as well as to discuss some of the problems that arise in connection with the system.

The main principle of the Honor System is that of student self-control. Students are encouraged to be honest in all their dealings, to respect the rights of others, and to obey the laws of the land. The system is designed to help students develop the habits of integrity and responsibility that are necessary for successful living in a democratic society.

In conclusion, the committee would like to reiterate its desire to receive inquiries concerning the system. They are anxious to serve as an aid to any student who may have questions about the system or who would like to learn more about the principles that underlie it.
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